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Potchkied together and .com-piled by Jay Neugeboren, Michael B. Friedman, and Lloyd 
I. Sederer, M.D. 

Based on a newly discovered document by the brilliant if frequently farmisht Dr. Sol 
Farblondget, M.D., Ph.D., P.T.A. 

The Diagnostic Manual of Mishegas (DMOM) is a delightful parody of the American 
Psychiatric Association’s “Bible of psychiatry,” the DSM (Diagnostic and Statistical 
Manual of Mental Disorders). In a playful send-up of the DSM, the authors—all of whom 
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are distinguished writers with deep roots in the field of mental health—cut through the 
hundreds of categories in the 1,000-page DSM by dividing all mental disorders into two 
realms: mishegas major and mishegas minor. The full manual can be purchased here [1]. 
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THE DIAGNOSTIC MANUAL OF MISHEGAS 

Introduction: How Diagnostic Criteria Are Organized 

Organized?! Who are we kidding? This book—boruch hashem and hallelujah!—is 
splendidly dis-organized. If you want organized, you’re reading the wrong book. But if 
you want wisdom, laughs, and astonishing insights into just how mishugah life can be—
if you want to learn how to cope with mishegas and glory in it, then read on! Because 
what we have here are diagnostic categories—cannily ongepotchket (slapped together 
creatively, as in a Rube Goldberg contraption), and arranged according to Doctor Sol 
Farblondget’s cunning reductio ad absurdum (and when we say absurdum, we ain’t just 
talking) that reduces the mishegas of this world into two major categories: Mishegas 
Major … and Mishegas Minor. 

Mishegas Major: As Sol explained to the shmendricks who were working on the DSM, 
mishegas major refers to someone who is really, really mishugah—for example, a man 
who, persuaded by his doctor that he is not a chicken, continues to lay eggs. 

Mishegas Minor: This category refers to most of us most of the time. We’re all a little 
mishugah, right? For example, a young woman who worries because the young man she 
is engaged to is more excited by a New York Knicks victory than oral sex. 

Some ethnic and religious groups, such as Jews, Puerto Ricans, Italians, and SCLIFs 
(Senior Citzens Living in Florida) love dwelling on their mishegas (as in familiar 
conversational tropes such as “You think your mother-in-law is mishugah? Ha! Wait till 
you meet mine!”). Others, such as WASPs—the mishegoyim—insist on giving highest 
priority and value not only to non-expression of feelings and to an insistence on buying 
retail, but to tight lips and tighter asses (for an analysis of this phenomenon, see Sol 
Farblondget’s seminal paper “The Riddle of the Sphincter: WASPS, Sexual Inhibition, 
and Bowel Retention”). 

Cultural variations complicate diagnosis, and differences between mishegas major and 
mishegas minor may not always be clear. A for-instance: Is a man alone in a car and 
hearing voices having an attack of mishegas major or mishegas minor if he keeps 
shouting to the empty seat next to him: “I told you a thousand times, Esther—I know 
which way to turn to get onto the Merritt Parkway, so stop hocking (nagging) me 
already!” And does the diagnosis depend upon the hearing of voices, familiar or 
imagined (as in: “Now listen to me, God, you sadistic momzer—if you tell me one more 
time that ‘Yes, my child, bad things happen to good people, and this too shall pass,’ I’ll 
drive this car right through your pearly gates with Esther lashed to the hood!”), or on 
whether or not the voices enable him to make the correct turns? 
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